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ABSTRACT 

The bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) of the mandible is performed to improve 

function and aesthetics if skeletal discrepancy between dental arches are severe. The aim of 

this retrospective study was to evaluate skeletal stability after surgical advancement of the 

mandible with BSSO.  

Inclusion criterion was patients with Angle Class II occlusion undergoing mandibular 

advancement with BSSO between 2006 and 2015. For analysis of skeletal stability, 

cephalometric measurements were performed on lateral cephalograms preoperatively, direct 

postoperatively and 18 months postoperatively. 39 patients were analysed preoperatively (T0) 

and direct postoperatively (T1). 22 patients were analysed at the 18 months’ postoperative 

follow-up (T2). The mandibular position in the facial skeleton was analysed with SNB, ANB, 

ML/NSL and Wits appraisal.  

The cephalometric analysis showed statistically significant differences between T1 and T2 

(paired t-test, p < 0.05). The analysis on subgroup level showed a statistically significant 

difference in SNB angle and in Wits appraisal within groups with medium and large 

magnitude of surgical movement and with patients > 25 years. This indicates a possible minor 

skeletal relapse, therefore these patients might require safety measures to minimize the risk of 

relapse. The results showed minor skeletal changes between T1 and T2, and this study 

indicates that the BSSO generates an adequate skeletal stability.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Discrepancies in the facial skeleton can cause disharmony regarding aesthetics, as well as 

stability and function; e.g. for mastication or speech and increases the risk for development of 

temporomandibular disorders. Problems like these can lead to psychological suffering or low 

self-esteem. If the discrepancy is small between the dental arches, it can be corrected solely 

by orthodontic treatment. If the deviation is severe there can be a need, and indication, for 

orthognathic surgery in combination with orthodontics (Reyneke, 2003). Indication for 

maxillofacial surgery is dependent on function, aesthetics and stability, these factors often go 

together. Surgical correction of the position of the mandible has been used since late 19th 

century. The bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) is practiced for almost all types of 

surgical movement of the body of the mandible. In most situations, however, a sagittal 

correction is performed. After the modifications suggested by Obwegeser, Trauner and 

DalPont in the 1960s the surgical procedure of a BSSO has not changed significantly (Miloro 

et al., 2004).  

A crucial factor that can affect stability and function is malocclusion, which can be either 

dependent on skeletal condition, dental condition or a combination thereof and relates to 

instability in the sagittal, transversal and/or horizontal dimensions. Sagittal deviation can be 

classified as post- and prenormal occlusion. The postnormal occlusion, a mandibular 

anteroposterior deficiency, is called Angle Class II and divides into two subgroups. Division I 

is characterized by a proclined maxillary front and a large overjet. Division II is characterized 

by a retroclined maxillary front and a deep overbite. The prenormal occlusion is called Angle 

Class III which has a small or negative overjet (Reyneke, 2003).  

Mandibular advancement is considered to be the second most stable surgical movement in the 

Hierarchy of Stability after superior repositioning of the maxilla. When correcting Angle 

Class II deficiency by mandibular single jaw surgery, a rigid fixation is necessary to enable 

adequate stability. Stability is affected by the magnitude of the surgical movement. Within 

one year, changes correlate indirectly to the surgery. Within a five-year period, the changes 

could also correlate to adaptive bone remodelling, continued growth or adaptive changes in 

the dentition. During the first postsurgical year, corrections of Class II malocclusions are 

more stable than corrections of Class III malocclusions (Eggensperger et al., 2004; Proffit et 

al., 2007; Proffit et al., 2010).  
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Adjustment of the anatomy of the mandible affects more than just the bone structure. It also 

has an impact on the soft tissues i.e. neurovascular tissue, mucosa and muscles. The length, 

tension and even the direction of the muscles of mastication and the suprahyoid muscles can 

be affected by the BSSO. This can affect the result of the surgery and the position of the 

condyles by muscles pulling the proximal parts of the mandible in a superior direction and the 

distal part of the mandible in a downward and/or backward direction (Miloro et al., 2004). 

The effect from muscle tension in patients undergoing BSSO might be underrated and the 

surgical technique regarding the management of muscles is of importance (Beukes et al. 

2013). Plausible risk factors for relapse can be; condylar displacement, condylar resorption, 

intersegmental movement, rotation of the ramus during surgery, density of bone and the 

surgeons’ experience (Mobarak et al., 2001; Eggensperger et al., 2004; Moen et al., 2011; 

Beukes et al., 2013). Changes often occur only in few patients that undergo this surgery, this 

can affect the statistical analyse regarding mean values and standard deviation when analysing 

the results from groups of patients (Bailey et al., 2004). 

Preoperative evaluation and treatment planning 

Patients undergoing orthognathic surgery requires a multimodal treatment with good dental 

health and orthodontic preparation enabling optimized occlusal stability. Information about 

the surgical procedure, pre- and post-orthodontics and facial aesthetic alternation, potential 

risks and complications is given to the patient. The surgery must always be preceded by a 

general patient evaluation including age, health status and other anamnestic valuable 

information. This should be accompanied by a clinical evaluation including extraoral, 

intraoral and radiographic examinations. The extraoral examination is performed in frontal 

and sagittal view of the facial anatomy harmony based on height and volume of the features. 

The intraoral examination comprises inspection of the dental arches and occlusion. 

Radiographic evaluation and analysis varies but often include a panoramic examination and 

lateral and frontal cephalograms. Study casts can be helpful as diagnostic guide for treatment 

planning and for evaluating occlusion. Together these examinations make the foundation of 

diagnosis and treatment plan (Hupp et al., 2008). 

Timing of the surgical treatment is important. If an adolescent is treated too early the surgical 

result can be affected by continued growth leading to instability. Therefore, it can be 

beneficial to await adulthood before surgery is performed (Proffit et al., 2010). This is 

however debated since other studies indicate no significant differences regarding stability 
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between groups with patients <18 years and patients 20-24 years (den Besten et al., 2013). For 

patients planned to undergo BSSO, the mandibular third molar is recommended to be 

removed if it is present in an unfavourable position. The main advantage of removal is an 

assumptive reduced risk for uncontrolled cracking i.e. bad split (Steenen et al., 2016). The 

dentition must be adapted to meet the postoperative skeletal relation and may accentuate the 

patients’ deformities during the preoperative phase of orthodontics. The occlusal plane is in 

some cases levelled to enable postoperative stable occlusion. The curve of Spee is considered 

when levelling the occlusal height. A wafer can be used to guide occlusion during the surgery. 

As a standard, postoperative orthodontics is necessary to maintain stability (Hupp et al., 

2008). 

Surgical procedure 

The surgery is performed under general anaesthesia with a nasotracheal tube securing the 

patients’ airway during the procedure. Local anaesthesia with adrenalin is administrated in the 

planned operation sites to reduce pain sensation and bleeding. A mucoperiosteal flap is 

performed to give access to the cortical surface of the mandible. The incision goes from the 

middle of the anterior border of the vertical ramus and follows the external oblique ridge in an 

anterior sagittal direction to the first molar. The mucoperiosteal flap enables access to the 

lateral cortex of the mandible down to the inferior border of the mandibular body and the 

posterior border of the ramus. It can be necessary to use retractors to control the flap. The 

temporalis muscle is partially detached to get access for the medial osteotomy in the 

mandibular ramus. The soft tissue is lifted to expose the medial cortex in the area around the 

mandibular lingula. A horizontal cortical cut is made through the medial cortex from above 

and posterior the lingula to the anterior border of the vertical ramus. In the sagittal dimension 

the cut then continues along the external oblique ridge. The connecting vertical cut is made 

between the inferior border of the mandible and the sagittal cut. To perform the split 

osteotomes are used. Precautions should be taken so that the neurovascular bundle detaches 

from the proximal segment (Appendix 1; Figure 3). The terminology is defined by association 

to the temporomandibular joint making the proximal segment closest to the joint and the distal 

segment furthest away from it. When the split is completed bilaterally, the distal segment can 

be positioned and stabilized by an intermaxillary fixation. The rigid fixation is then placed, 

and the intermaxillary fixation can be removed. The mucoperiosteal flap is sutured into place 

(Miloro et al., 2004).  
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Cephalometric Analysis 

Two-dimensional cephalometric analysis can be used for evaluation of stability after surgical 

corrections in the facial skeleton. Analysing a three-dimensional entity in a two-dimensional 

image can be problematic, an alternative could be analysis of a three-dimensional CBCT-

examination. These examinations, however, results in a significantly higher radiation dose to 

the patient compared to a cephalogram. Several previous studies evaluate stability by using 

the two-dimensional cephalogram at different time points (Bailey et al., 2004; Proffit et al., 

2007; Proffit et al., 2010). The lateral cephalometric radiograms are utilized to identify hard 

and soft tissue abnormalities and are essential for orthognathic treatment planning. It gives a 

sagittal view of the hard and soft tissues. The cephalogram and cephalometric analysis is a 

valuable diagnostic guide, helpful in following treatment process and to evaluate treatment 

results. The analysis is performed by identifying anatomical landmarks and using them to 

calculate angles and distances of interest. The lateral cephalogram is taken in the sagittal view 

with the head stabilized to maintain constant relations between the cranium, x-ray detector 

and x-ray source. Structures outside the midsagittal plane, such as the condyles of the 

mandible, are depicted with different magnification compared to the structures in the 

midsagittal plane (White et al., 2009). Patients with dentofacial deformities can have 

anatomical discrepancies that might affect the possibility to use the cephalometric analyse as a 

diagnostic tool and to make comparisons with standard values (Reyneke, 2003).  

There are different appraisal systems for analysing cephalograms, Steiners’ appraisal system 

is the most commonly used. The relation between the maxilla and mandible can be studied 

using following angles according to Steiner. The SNB angle describes the position of the 

mandible in relation to the anterior cranial base and is formed between the nasion-sella turcica 

line (NSL) and the line between nasion and B-point. Normal value for this angle is 80 degrees 

± 3. Class II occlusion have a smaller angle while Class III occlusion have a larger SNB 

angle. The ANB angle describes the position of the mandible in relation to the maxilla and is 

formed between the lines connecting the A-point, nasion and the B-point. Normal value for 

this angle is 2 degrees ± 2. Class II occlusion often has an increased angle while Class III has 

a decreased or negative ANB angle. The mandibular line (ML) runs through menton and 

gonion. Mandibular plane angle (ML/NSL) describes the relationship between the anterior 

and posterior facial heights and is formed between the mandibular line (ML) and the nasion-

sella turcica line (NSL). Normal value for this angle is 32 degrees ± 4. Class II occlusion 

tends to have an increased mandibular plane angle. Wits appraisal is a measurement in 
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anteroposterior dimension between the maxilla and mandible, which is not influenced by the 

cranial base. Wits appraisal is measured in millimetres and formed between the points AO and 

BO. AO and BO are created by drawing perpendicular lines from the A- and B-point to the 

occlusal plane (Figure 1). If there is a large discrepancy in Wits appraisal it could indicate that 

the patient needs orthognathic surgery in addition to orthodontic treatment (Reyneke, 2003). 

Stability is a key factor in the preoperative planning for prediction of the postoperative result 

for the oral function. Postsurgical skeletal changes will affect the occlusion and can have an 

impact on the wellbeing of the patient. It is therefore important to increase the knowledge of 

skeletal stability after mandibular advancement with BSSO. Hopefully the knowledge can 

benefit future patients scheduled for surgical advancement of the mandible. 

Aim 

The aim of this study was to evaluate skeletal stability after surgical advancement of the 

mandible with BSSO for patients operated at the department of Oral and Maxillofacial 

surgery at the Umeå University Hospital.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Background information was gathered by a literature review of textbooks within the field of 

maxillofacial surgery and oral radiology together with a PubMed search. Inclusion criteria for 

the article search were; single jaw surgery, mandibular advancement surgery, sagittal split 

osteotomy, skeletal stability and Class II occlusion. Additional articles were found after 

reading the references in the selected articles from the first PubMed search (Table 1). 

The inclusion criterion for this study was patients who had undergone mandibular 

advancement with BSSO at the department of Oral and Maxillofacial surgery, Umeå 

University Hospital between 2006 and 2015. Exclusion criteria were; patients simultaneously 

undergoing genioplasty surgery or distraction osteogenesis and suboptimal radiographic 

examination due to patient related factors such as a protruded position of the mandible and 

patients that were too swollen postoperatively. The surgical technique for advancement of the 

mandible was BSSO, ad modum P.J.W. Stoelinga performed by experienced maxillofacial 

surgeons. This modification implies a long horizontal osteotomy, placing the vertical cut in an 

anterior portion of the distal segment posterior to the mental foramen. The proximal and distal 
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segments were stabilized by rigid fixations consisting of miniplates and screws. All patients 

had pre- and postoperative orthodontic treatment. 

Skeletal stability was analysed on digital lateral cephalograms performed preoperatively (T0), 

direct postoperatively (T1) and as standard follow-up 18 months postoperatively (T2). The 

radiographic examinations were performed within the existing health care program for 

patients undergoing BSSO by experienced dental personnel. The images were transferred 

from OnePix TM version 1.1.10.1400 Release Build 1.1.10.1400 Copyright © 1994-2013, 

Unident AB, Falkenberg, Sweden to the tracing program Facad TM Ilexis AB, Linköping, 

Sweden. Only bony and dentoalveolar cephalometric points were included in the analysis. 

The analysis used was Bergen VLL according to Steiners’ appraisal system and Wits 

appraisal. Two dental students performed all tracings. Before the analysis of the skeletal 

stability on lateral cephalograms, training in identifying cephalometric points and calibration 

was performed.  

In this study, stability was defined as absence of relapse, which in turn was defined as a 

notable difference between T1 and T2. SNB, ANB and ML/NSL were the angles of interest 

together with Wits appraisal. The point of gonion was modified as gonion tangent (Go’) and 

registered as the midpoint between the double contour of the bilateral mandibular basis in the 

region of mandibular angle. Go’ was adapted to increase the precision in the vertical 

dimension for more reliable data of the ML/NSL line (Figure 1). The statistical analyses were 

conducted by applying the statistical program IBM© SPSS© Statistics, version 23 (SPSS, 

Chicago, IL). The level of significance was set to 0.05. To explore the data descriptive 

analyses were performed together with paired t-tests to follow each individual patient 

separately and independent t-tests to reveal possible differences between the subgroups.  

The reproducibility of the method was tested to evaluate accuracy of measurement, therefore 

an inter-individual and intra-individual analysis were performed. The inter-individual mean 

deviation for all angles was less than 0.52 degrees (min 0.00 max 1.60). For Wits appraisal, 

the mean deviation was 0.90 mm (min 0.00 max 1.80). The intra-individual precision analysis 

showed similar mean deviation for both analysts.  
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Ethical consideration 

Patient information within the health care system can be used when it is necessary for 

systematic and continuous evaluation of treatment (Svensk författningssamling, 2008:355, ch. 

2, 4§). The material was anonymized and the evaluation was considered not to cause harm or 

discomfort to the patients included in the study. The Ethics Forum at the Department of 

Odontology, Umeå University Hospital, found that appropriate ethical considerations had 

been integrated into the project. 

 

RESULTS 

Study group 

The sample comprised 39 patients (25 females/14 males) with a mean age at surgery of 25.85 

years. 22 out of 39 patients (14 females/8 males) had radiographic cephalograms at the 18 

months’ postoperative follow-up (T2). Reasons for missed 18 months’ postoperative follow-

up (T2) were; eight patients relocated to other cities, one patient failed to come and for eight 

patients there were no journal entries.   

Cephalometric values  

All cephalometric values; SNB-, ANB-, ML/NSL angle and Wits appraisal, showed statistical 

significant differences between preoperatively (T0) and direct postoperatively (T1) as well as 

between direct postoperatively (T1) and 18 months postoperatively (T2) for the paired t-tests 

(p < 0.05) (Figure 2a-c). To analyse and evaluate the statistical differences within the study 

group regarding stability, subgroups were created. The subgroups concerned the effect of sex, 

age and magnitude of the surgical movement (T0-T1) in SNB-, ANB-, ML/NSL angle and 

Wits appraisal. The subgroups were divided after magnitude of surgical movement in three 

categories; small, medium and large. SNB- and ANB angle are in the case of mandibular 

advancement depending on the location of the B-point, therefore the groups were divided into 

similar intervals. All subgroups were analysed with independent t-tests (Table 2, Appendix 1; 

Table 3-5). There was a statistically significant difference in SNB angle and in Wits appraisal 

between T1 and T2. SNB angle decreased for the group with large surgical movement in SNB 

angle from a mean value of 79.86 degrees to 77.98 degrees. SNB angle increased for the 

group with large surgical movement in ML/NSL from a mean value of 80.18 degrees to 80.68 
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degrees (Table 2, Appendix 1; Figure 4a). Wits appraisal increased for the groups with 

patients > 25 years, with large surgical movement in SNB angle and with medium surgical 

movement in Wits appraisal 18 months postoperatively (Appendix 1; Table 3, Figure 4b).   

 

DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the postoperative skeletal stability after surgical 

advancement of the mandible with BSSO. The skeletal changes between T1 and T2 where 

minor and the overall result of this study indicates skeletal stability after undergoing BSSO. 

The results showed statistically significant differences between T1 and T2 for SNB-, ANB-, 

ML/NSL angle and Wits appraisal according to the paired t-test. The analysis of the 

subgroups showed statistically significant difference between T1 and T2 in SNB angle and 

Wits appraisal, within the groups with medium and large surgical movement and with patients 

> 25 years, according to the independent t-tests. This indicates a possible minor skeletal 

relapse and patients with medium and large surgical movement and patients > 25 years might 

require safety measures to minimize the risk of relapse.  

Patients undergoing BSSO have a great need of stability for oral function and a lasting result 

that can affect the wellbeing of the patient. In an earlier three-dimensional study, the result 

indicated that small changes appear in almost all affected anatomical regions after one to three 

years, nonetheless, the results concluded to be overall stable (Franco et al., 2013), which 

coincides with the results in this study. Even though advancement of the mandible with BSSO 

is considered to be the second most stable surgical movement, a few patients can experience 

relapse (Proffit et al., 2007). If the overall result is stable and meets the demands of function, 

aesthetics, speech and mastication the patient satisfaction is probably higher. In a long-term 

study with patients, treated with bimaxillary surgery including BSSO, the authors reported a 

relatively high degree of patient satisfaction and relatively low perception of problems with 

function and occlusion even though the results included cephalometric changes in the long-

term follow-up (Proffit et al., 2010). It is important to value the statistical results based on 

clinical relevance and transfer the knowledge into clinical practice and it is possible to have 

both statistical significance and clinical relevance and to have statistical significance without 

having clinical relevance (Armijo-Olivo et al., 2011). If the clinical relevance of the results is 

minimal, however, an intervention is generally not needed. In this study, the results indicate 

an overall skeletal stability further implementing that the BSSO is a safe procedure.  
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Considering the uneven sizes of the subgroups due to the big drop out at T2, it would have 

been better if the partition into subgroups had been based on the number of patients at T2 

instead of the number of patients at T1. A possible reason why the group with medium 

surgical movement in Wits appraisal had a significant difference and not the group with large 

surgical movement could be that the group with large surgical movement only contained three 

patients at T2. A more even distribution of the patients in the groups might have increased the 

significance of the statistical analyse. 

During the radiographic examination direct postoperatively (T1), patient related factors lead 

to suboptimal radiographic examinations. For this reason a few patients had to be excluded 

from the study. Further investigations to optimize the follow-up schedule and routines might 

be needed to assert the optimal point of time for taking the postoperative follow-up 

cephalogram to reduce drop out. This could enable more reliable data in future follow-up 

studies. The literature reports long-term follow-up periods from one to two years 

(Eggensperger et al., 2004). Other studies report periods over several years (12-13 years) 

showing late relapse (Eggensperger et al.; 2006, Moen et al., 2011). If revision of the follow-

up schedule is considered, an additional follow-up after an extended time would have given 

more knowledge about late relapse. 

The cephalograms were exposed in a radiology specialist department which can enable a high 

quality due to standardized procedures and routines. The anatomical landmarks were based on 

structures close to the midsagittal plane which increases the possibility of replicability in 

cephalometric analysis (White et al., 2009). The nasion point can be difficult to position and if 

misplaced in vertical dimension which affects the SNB- and ANB angle differently.  

 

Conclusions 

The overall result of this study shows that the BSSO generates an adequate skeletal stability. 

The evaluation of skeletal stability after 18 months showed minor skeletal changes. The 

analysis of subgroups showed statistically significant difference in SNB angle and in Wits 

appraisal within groups with medium and large magnitude of surgical movement and with 

patients > 25 years. This indicates a possible minor skeletal relapse, therefore these patients 

might require safety measures to minimize the risk of relapse.  
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Table 1. Table demonstrating the article search strategy and outcome. 

PubMed search terms (("Humans"[Mesh]) AND ("Mandibular Osteotomy"[Mesh] OR "Osteotomy, 

Sagittal Split Ramus"[Mesh])) AND "Recurrence"[Mesh] 

Filters activated Clinical study, Clinical trial, Controlled clinical trial, meta-analysis, randomized 

controlled trial, review, systematic review, Humans, English. 

PubMed search results  54 articles. 

Inclusion criteria  Single jaw surgery, mandibular advancement surgery, sagittal split osteotomy, 

skeletal stability, Class II occlusion. 

Exclusion criteria  Bimaxillary surgery, mandibular setback surgery, intraoral vertical ramus 

osteotomy, distraction osteogenesis, Class III occlusion. 

Included articles from 

PubMed search 

4 articles. 

Additional articles found 

by included PubMed 

articles references 

8 articles. 

Additional articles found 

by picture search. 

1 article. 
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Stability 
a

Group n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max p-value 
b

All 39 75.49 4.18 68.05-86.50 39 78.89 3.93 70.70-90.80 22 78.46 3.84 71.75-86.95

Gender

   Female 25 75.20 4.34 68.30-86.50 25 78.50 4.36 70.70-90.80 14 78.05 4.41 71.75-86.95 ref

   Male 14 76.00 3.99 68.05-83.85 14 79.60 3.02 73.20-84.20 8 79.19 2.66 76.70-84.70 0.26

Age group

   ≤ 25 years 28 75.03 4.42 68.05-86.50 28 78.63 4.23 70.70-90.80 17 78.19 3.68 71.75-86.95 ref

   > 25 years 11 76.65 3.39 70.60-83.85 11 79.58 3.11 74.35-84.20 5 79.38 4.66 72.95-84.70 0.41

Magnitude of surgical movement  T0-T1

ANB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 76.28 4.62 68.30-83.85 8 77.53 4.27 70.70-84.20 5 78.52 4.59 74.10-84.70 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 16 76.34 3.47 71.15-84.20 16 79.41 3.50 73.45-86.80 11 79.46 4.08 71.75-86.95 0.70

   Large (4.00-7.50) 15 74.16 4.56 68.05-86.50 15 79.07 4.27 73.20-90.80 6 76.58 2.29 72.95-79.95 0.08

SNB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 77.34 3.37 73.60-83.85 8 78.38 3.32 74.95-84.20 7 78.24 3.81 74.10-84.70 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 15 75.27 4.15 68.30-84.20 15 78.15 4.10 70.70-86.80 9 78.95 4.79 71.75-86.95 0.81

   Large (4.00-7.50) 16 74.77 4.53 68.05-86.50 16 79.86 4.07 73.20-90.80 6 77.98 2.62 75.70-82.30 0.05

ML/NSL (degrees)

   Small ((-2.40)-(-0.00)) 11 73.06 3.28 68.05-78.65 11 77.35 2.79 73.20-82.80 5 76.37 2.06 74.85-80.00 ref

   Medium (0.01-2.99) 23 76.14 4.30 68.30-86.50 23 79.35 4.49 70.70-90.80 14 78.73 4.16 71.75-86.95 0.20

   Large (3.00-12.00) 5 77.84 3.44 75.20-83.85 5 80.18 2.58 77.70-84.20 3 80.68 3.82 77.10-84.70 0.03

Wits (mm)

   Small (0.00-4.00) 11 76.89 4.03 68.30-83.85 11 78.57 4.01 70.70-84.20 8 79.51 3.79 74.10-84.70 ref

   Medium (4.10-8.00) 21 75.34 4.55 68.05-86.50 21 79.10 4.50 73.20-90.80 11 77.81 4.34 71.75-86.95 0.16

   Large (8.10-12.00) 7 73.75 2.76 69.80-76.30 7 78.81 1.78 76.85-81.15 3 78.05 1.68 76.75-79.95 0.19
a
 = Stability 18 months postoperatively.

b
 = p-value for independent t-test ∆ T2-T1. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

Table 2. Description of SNB angle regarding all subgroups at T0. T1 and T2.

Preoperatively SNB (T0) Postoperatively SNB (T1) 18m Postoperatively SNB (T2)
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Figure 1. Lateral cephalogram with marked cephalometric landmarks, angles of interest and Wits appraisal.  

Abbreviations: S, sella turcica; N, nasion; Ba, basion; Art, articulare; PNS, posterior nasal spine; ANS, anterior 

nasal spine; A, A-point; B, B-point; Isa, apex of medial incisors in the upper jaw; Is, incisal edge of the medial 

incisors in the upper jaw; Ii, incisal edge of the medial incisors in the lower jaw; Iia, apex of medial incisors in 

the lower jaw; Pog, pogonion; Me, menton; Go’, modified point of gonion registered as the midpoint between 

the double contour of the bilateral mandibular basis; ML, mandibular line, runs through Me- and Go’-point; 

ML/NSL, angle between the mandibular line (ML) and the nasion-sella turcica line (NSL); ANB, angle between 

the A-, N- and B-line; SNB, angle between the S-, N-, B-line; Wits, Wits appraisal between AO and BO; AO, 

perpendicular line from the A-point to the occlusal plane; BO, perpendicular line from the B-point to the 

occlusal plane. 
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Figure 2a. Descriptive data of all patients regarding of SNB and ANB preoperatively, direct postoperatively and 

18 months postoperatively. Median, mean, degree of dispersion, quartiles, min-max and outliers.  

 

T0 SNB 

T1 SNB T2 SNB 
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Figure 2b. Descriptive data of all patients regarding of ML/NSL preoperatively, direct postoperatively and 18 

months postoperatively. Median, mean, degree of dispersion, quartiles, min-max and outliers. 

 

Preoperatively               Postoperatively        18m Postoperatively 
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Figure 2c. Descriptive data of all patients regarding of Wits appraisal preoperatively, direct postoperatively and 

18 months postoperatively. Median, mean, degree of dispersion, quartiles, min-max and outliers. 
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Appendix 1. 

  

Stability 
a

Group n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max p-value 
b

All 39 5.37 2.96 (-0.90)-15.05 39 (-0.55) 2.68 (-6.50)-6.85 22 (-0.0045) 2.27 (-3.70)-6.20

Gender

   Female 25 4.91 2.58 (-0.90)-9.00 25 (-0.74) 2.36 (-6.25)-3.30 14 (-0.51) 1.81 (-3.70)-2.95 ref

   Male 14 6.20 3.50 0.00-15.05 14 (-0.20) 3.23 (-6.50)-6.85 8 0.88 2.82 (-3.10)-6.20 0.28

Age group

   ≤ 25 years 28 5.04 2.88 (-0.90)-9.00 28 (-1.03) 2.53 (-6.50)-3.30 17 (-0.40) 2.02 (-3.70)-3.00 ref

   > 25 years 11 6.21 3.14 4.30-15.05 11 0.69 2.75 (-3.40)-6.85 5 1.33 2.79 (-0.50)-6.20 0.04

Magnitude of surgical movement  T0-T1

ANB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 2.73 2.60 (-0.90)-5.75 8 (-0.16) 1.97 (-3.15)-2.75 5 (-0.61) 0.80 (-1.60)-0.40 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 16 5.28 2.15 (-0.45)-7.85 16 (-0.21) 2.32 (-4.35)-3.30 11 (-0.16) 2.18 (-3.70)-2.95 0.71

   Large (4.00-7.50) 15 6.88 3.01 2.10-15.05 15 (-1.11) 3.34 (-6.50)-6.85 6 0.78 3.23 (-2.40)-6.20 0.08

SNB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 4.10 5.14 (-0.90)-15.05 8 0.38 3.07 (-3.15)-6.85 7 0.68 2.65 (-1.60)-6.20 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 15 4.91 2.07 (-0.45)-7.60 15 (-0.23) 2.57 (-4.35)-3.30 9 (-0.51) 1.93 (-3.70)-2.35 0.53

   Large (4.00-7.50) 16 6.44 1.91 2.10-9.00 16 (-1.31) 2.53 (-6.50)-1.90 6 (-0.05) 2.48 (-2.40)-3.00 0.02

ML/NSL (degrees)

   Small ((-2.40)-(-0.00)) 11 5.81 2.61 (-0.90)-9.00 11 (-0.50) 2.80 (-6.50)-3.30 5 0.03 1.95 (-1.60)-2.95 ref

   Medium (0.01-2.99) 23 5.53 3.17 (-0.45)-15.05 23 (-0.35) 2.80 (-6.25)-6.85 14 0.25 2.52 (-3.70)-6.20 0.82

   Large (3.00-12.00) 5 3.66 2.63 0.00-6.45 5 (-1.56) 1.93 (-4.15)-0.95 3 (-1.25) 1.61 (-3.10)-(-0.15) 0.59

Wits (mm)

   Small (0.00-4.00) 11 2.88 2.65 (-0.90)-5.95 11 (-0.15) 2.34 (-4.35)-2.75 8 (-0.67) 1.5 (-3.70)-1.00 ref

   Medium (4.10-8.00) 21 6.06 1.72 2.05-8.80 21 (-0.37) 2.04 (-4.15)-3.30 11 0.14 2.11 (-3.10)-3.00 0.02

   Large (8.10-12.00) 7 7.21 4.14 2.10-15.05 7 (-1.70) 4.52 (-6.50)-6.85 3 1.25 4.44 (-2.40)-6.20 0.10
a
 = Stability 18 months postoperatively.

b
 = p-value for independent t-test ∆ T2-T1. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

Table 3. Description of Wits apprasial regarding all subgroups at T0. T1 and T2.

Preoperatively Wits (T0) Postoperatively Wits (T1) 18m Postoperatively Wits (T2)
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Stability 
a

Group n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max p-value 
b

All 39 6.16 2.60 (-0.05)-11.80 39 2.76 2.34 (-1.50)-7.35 22 3.34 2.48 (-1.10)-7.10

Gender

   Female 25 6.17 2.45 (-0.05)-11.80 25 2.89 2.29 (-1.50)-7.20 14 3.39 2.23 (-1.10)-6.35 ref

   Male 14 6.13 2.95 2.00-11.65 14 2.53 2.50 (-1.25)-7.35 8 3.24 3.03 (-0.95)-7.10 0.30

Age group

   ≤ 25 years 28 6.28 2.72 (-0.05)-11.80 28 2.76 2.53 (-1.50)-7.20 17 3.09 2.54 (-1.1)-6.65 ref

   > 25 years 11 5.84 2.37 3.05-11.65 11 2.76 1.88 0.40-7.35 5 4.17 2.29 1.45-7.10 0.98

ANB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 4.83 2.85 (-0.05)-7.80 8 3.52 2.55 (-1.30)-6.50 5 2.73 2.32 0.05-6.00 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 16 5.66 2.31 1.15-9.40 16 2.51 2.17 (-1.50)-5.50 11 3.14 2.69 (-1.10)-6.65 0.38

   Large (4.00-7.50) 15 7.40 2.38 4.20-11.80 15 2.63 2.49 (-1.00)-7.35 6 4.21 2.38 1.15-7.10 0.22

SNB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 5.69 3.78 (-0.05)-11.65 8 3.94 2.87 (-1.30)-7.35 7 3.91 2.77 0.05-7.10 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 15 5.23 2.05 1.15-9.05 15 2.26 2.11 (-1.50)-5.60 9 2.49 2.45 (-1.10)-5.30 0.38

   Large (4.00-7.50) 16 7.26 2.07 4.20-11.80 16 2.64 2.22 (-1.00)-7.20 6 3.93 2.19 1.15-6.40 0.19

ML/NSL (degrees)

   Small ((-2.40)-(-0.00)) 11 6.56 2.70 (-0.05)-9.40 11 2.69 2.27 (-1.30)-5.50 5 3.44 2.63 0.05-6.35 ref

   Medium (0.01-2.99) 23 6.53 2.42 1.15-11.80 23 3.18 2.43 (-1.50)-7.35 14 3.83 2.39 (-1.10)-7.10 0.52

   Large (3.00-12.00) 5 3.52 1.97 2.00-6.95 5 1.01 1.45 (-1.25)-2.25 3 0.90 1.67 (-0.95)-2.30 0.25

Wits (mm)

   Small (0.00-4.00) 11 4.64 2.74 (-0.05)-7.80 11 2.94 2.64 (-1.50)-6.50 8 2.41 2.49 (-1.10)-6.00 ref

   Medium (4.10-8.00) 21 6.60 2.40 2.55-11.80 21 2.87 2.17 (-1.25)-7.20 11 4,00 2.29 (-0.95)-6.65 0.12

   Large (8.10-12.00) 7 7.21 2.23 5.25-11.65 7 2.16 2.65 (-1.00)-7.35 3 3.37 3.25 1.15-7.10 0.90
a
 = Stability 18 months postoperatively.

b
 = p-value for independent t-test ∆ T2-T1. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

Magnitude of surgical movement  T0-T1

Table 4. Description of ANB angle regarding all subgroups at T0. T1 and T2.

Preoperatively ANB (T0) Postoperatively ANB (T1) 18m Postoperatively ANB (T2)
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Stability 
a

Group n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max n Mean SD Min-Max p-value 
b

All 39 29.30 8.62 13.20-47.45 39 30.51 7.83 14.45-47.40 22 30.82 7.91 16.95-43.90

Gender

   Female 25 30.50 7.83 13.20-40.65 25 31.28 7.31 14.45-42.50 14 31.81 8,00 16.75-43.90 ref

   Male 14 27.20 9.83 15.30-47.45 14 29.12 8.80 16.80-47.40 8 29.10 7.98 17.40-38.65 0.41

Age group

   ≤ 25 years 28 29.77 8.71 13.20-47.45 28 30.55 7.81 14.45-47.40 17 30.53 7.55 16.75-42.35 ref

   > 25 years 11 28.16 8.69 16.25-39.90 11 30.39 8.27 16.80-41.15 5 31.81 9.95 18.10-43.90 0.84

Magnitude of surgical movement  T0-T1

ANB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 30.34 7.68 16.25-40.05 8 33.44 5.35 26.00-42.50 5 32.46 6.53 25.80-42.35 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 16 26.90 7.51 15.30-37.10 16 27.39 6.54 16.80-35.20 11 27.24 7.85 16.75-36.35 0.34

   Large (4.00-7.50) 15 31.35 10.01 13.20-47.45 15 32.26 9.33 14.45-47.40 6 36.03 6.49 25.95-43.90 0.09

SNB (degrees)

   Small (0.00-1.99) 8 29.99 8.11 16.25-40.05 8 33.19 6.13 26.00-42.50 7 32.71 6.17 25.80-42.35 ref

   Medium (2.00-3.99) 15 28.14 8.27 15.30-39.90 15 28.88 7.76 16.80-41.15 9 28.49 10.16 16.75-43.90 0.25

   Large (4.00-7.50) 16 30.09 9.57 13.20-47.45 16 30.68 8.67 14.45-47.40 6 32.12 5.95 24.90-40.60 0.35

ML/NSL (degrees)

   Small ((-2.40)-(-0.00)) 11 35.25 7.36 18.40-47.45 11 33.85 7.44 16.80-47.40 5 32.84 8.6 18.10-40.60 ref

   Medium (0.01-2.99) 23 27.93 7.62 13.20-40.05 23 29.47 7.66 14.45-42.50 14 31.26 7.89 16.75-43.90 0.38

   Large (3.00-12.00) 5 22.66 9.40 15.30-37.30 5 27.91 8.76 18.85-41.15 3 25.43 7.04 17.40-30.55 0.07

Wits (mm)

   Small (0.00-4.00) 11 28.42 7.78 16.25-40.05 11 30.58 7.39 16.80-42.50 8 29.05 7.56 18.10-42.35 ref

   Medium (4.10-8.00) 21 29.02 9.56 13.20-47.45 21 29.68 8.52 14.45-47.40 11 31.76 8.91 16.75-43.90 0.28

   Large (8.10-12.00) 7 31.60 7.57 20.25-39.60 7 32.87 6.85 22.90-41.15 3 32.10 6.36 25.95-38.65 0.41
a
 = Stability 18 months postoperatively.

b
 = p-value for independent t-test ∆ T2-T1. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

Table 5. Description of ML/NSL angle regarding all subgroups at T0. T1 and T2.

Preoperatively ML/NSL (T0) Postoperatively ML/NSL (T1)18m Postoperatively ML/NSL (T2)
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Figure 3. Schematic image of BSSO surgical technique after separation between the proximal and distal 

segments with osteotomes (Epker B. N. et al., 1980).  
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Figure 4a. Mean value of SNB for the subgroups with significant difference between directly postoperatively 

and 18 months postoperatively. 

a = Subgroup with large magnitude of surgical movement in ML/NSL.  

b = Subgroup with large magnitude of surgical movement in SNB.  

c = All patients. 
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Figure 4b. Mean value of Wits appraisal for the subgroups with significant difference between directly 

postoperatively and 18 months postoperatively. 

a = Subgroup with patients > 25 years.  

b = Subgroup with medium magnitude of surgical movement in Wits appraisal.  

c = All patients. 

d = Subgroup with large magnitude of surgical movement in SNB.  
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